INSTRUMENTAL DESIRES,
INSTRUMENTAL RATIONALITY
by Michael Smith and EdwardHarcourt
I-Michael Smith
ABSTRACTThe requirementsof instrumentalrationality are often thought to
be normative conditions on choice or intention, but this is a mistake.
Instrumentalrationality is best understood as a requirementof coherence on
an agent'snon-instrumentaldesiresand means-endbeliefs. Since only a subset of
an agent's means-end beliefs concern possible actions, the connection with
intention is thus more oblique. This requirementof coherence can be satisfied
either locally or more globally, it may be only one among a number of such
requirementson an agent's total set of desiresand beliefs, and it has no special
connection with reasoning. An appreciation of these facts leads to a better
understanding of both the nature and the significance of instrumental
rationality.

number of theorists have recentlyattempted to account for
the normativity of instrumentalrationality.' Though there
are significantdifferences,their explanationsall share a common
feature: each assumes that the requirements of instrumental
rationality are normative conditions, of some sort, on choice or
intention. If instrumentalrationalitywere limited to situations in
which we make choices or form intentions then these explanations would have some chance of being correct. But instrumental
rationality is not limited in this way.
My aim in the present paper is thus to lay out an alternative
explanation, one that accords instrumentalrationality its proper
scope. I proceed by spelling out the alternativein the form of a
series of assertions which I expand upon and justify. I do not
claim any originality, as the ideas on offer will be familiar from
standard accounts of decision theory. My reason for putting
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1. ChristineKorsgaard,'TheNormativityof Instrumental
and BerysGaut (eds.),EthicsandPracticalReason(Oxford:OxfordUniversityPress,
1997);John Broome,'Normativerequirements',Ratio 12 (1999), 398-419; R. Jay
Wallace, 'Normativity,Commitment,and InstrumentalReason' in Philosophers'
1 (2001), 1-26.
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them forward,nonetheless, is to provide the needed reminderof
these ideas' significancein the context of recent discussions.2

I
Agents typically have both instrumentaland non-instrumental
desires.
Consider the following passage from Hume.3
Ask a man why he uses exercise; he will answer because he desires to

keephis health.If you thenenquire,whyhe desiresto keephishealth,he
will readilyreply,becausesicknessispainful.If you pushyourenquiries
farther,and desirea reason whyhe hatespain, it is impossiblehe can

to anyother
evergiveany.Thisis anultimate
end,andis neverreferred
object.

Hume's idea here is that, much as our actions are explicablein
terms of our desires and beliefs, so certain of our desires are
susceptibleto that same sort of explanation.We can explain why
we desire some of the things we desire by citing other desireswe
have and beliefs about how, if the first of the things we desire
comes about, this will lead to the other thing we desire coming
about.
In the simplest case one thing we desire leads to another by
causing it. For example, we explain why I desire to exercise by
citing the fact that I desire health and believe that exercisecauses
health. But there are other ways in which one thing can lead to
another as well. To use a familiarexample, I may desire to raise
with
2. As will becomeclearto thosefamiliarwiththeirwork,whilemy disagreement
about
Broome,and perhapswithWallacetoo, turnsout to be mainlya disagreement
the scope of instrumentalrationality,my disagreementwith Korsgaardis more
complete,as she thinks that the requirementsof instrumentalrationalitycan be
restatedas claims about what we have reason to do. (Thoughnote that Wallace
sometimessays this sort of thingtoo: see, for example,his 'PracticalReason'in The
StanfordEncyclopedia
of Philosophy(Winter2003 Edition),EdwardN. Zalta (ed.),
forthcomingURL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2003/entries/practicalreason/>.) But this seems to me quite wrong, as it would requirea connection
betweeninstrumental
rationalityandinstrumental
reasoningthatdoes not exist.I will
not, however,offeranyexplicitcriticismsof theseauthorsbeyondwhatI havealready
said.My aim,to repeat,is to spellout an alternative.For moreon thisseemy 'Is there
a Nexus betweenReasonsand Rationality?'forthcomingin PoznanStudiesin the
Philosophyof ScienceandHumanities:New Trendsin MoralPsychology(ed.) Sergio
Tenenbaum(Amsterdam:Rodophi).
and concerningthe
3. David Hume, EnquiriesconcerningHuman Understanding
Principlesof Morals,1777edition,(Oxford:ClarendonPress,1975),AppendixI.
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my arm because I desire to signal a turn and believe that raising
my arm leads to signaling a turn, not in the sense that raising an
arm causes a signaling, but rather in the sense that, given the
conventions hereabouts, raising an arm constitutes giving a
signal. In what follows I will call all beliefs about the ways in
which one thing leads to another 'means-endbeliefs'. Though the
means-end beliefs discussed will typically be causal beliefs, we
should bear in mind the fact that this is a simplification.
The main point Hume makes in the passage is that we cannot
explain every desire we have by citing another desire and a
means-end belief. Such chains of explanation must come to an
end somewhere.As he sees things a chain of explanationlike that
described would come to an end with the desire to avoid pain.
But this is, of course, an empiricalclaim, one which we may or
may not think is typically true. People can desire anything.
Moreover no particularempiricalclaim is crucial.What is crucial
is rather the suggestion that such chains of explanation must
come to an end with some desire or other which eludes
explanation in this way. In some people, some of the time, the
chain might come to an end with the desire to avoid pain, but in
others it might come to an end with the desire for health, and in
some people, some of the time, it might come to an end with the
desire to exercise, or even with the desire to move their body.
Though Hume calls the desires that come at the origin of such
chains of explanation 'ultimate' desires, I will call them 'noninstrumental'desires, and, accordingly,I will call the desiresthat
are explained by such desires and means-end beliefs 'instrumental' desires. My reason for baulking at the label 'ultimate'is
that this seems to suggest, misleadingly, that no rational
explanation can be given of why we have the non-instrumental
desires we have. But though this was Hume's own view, it seems
to me quite wrong.4I may have a non-instrumentaldesire that p
because I have non-instrumentaldesires that q, r, and s, where
the desires that p, q, r, and s all fit together in a coherent way,
and where I have and exercise a capacity to have noninstrumental desires that fit together in a coherent way. Or I
may have a non-instrumental desire that p because I believe
something that that non-instrumental desire coheres with
4. MichaelSmith,The MoralProblem(Oxford:Blackwell,1994),Chapter5.
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especiallywell-that I would non-instrumentallydesirethat p if I
had a maximally informed and coherent and unified desire set,
perhaps-where I have and exercise the capacity to have noninstrumentaldesiresthat fit togetherwith my beliefs in a coherent
way. These claims are, of course, controversial.5But the crucial
point, for present purposes, is that we shouldn't so set things up
as to precludethe truth of such claims. I will returnto this at the
end.
II
Instrumentaldesires are not distinctfrom the non-instrumental
desiresand means-endbeliefs that explain them,but are ratherjust
the complex state of having such non-instrumentaldesires and
means-endbeliefs standingin a suitable relation.
Talk of the difference between instrumental and non-instrumental desires being a matter of what explains them might
suggest, again misleadingly,that when non-instrumentaldesires
and means-end beliefs give rise to instrumental desires, these
instrumentaldesires are new desires with their own independent
existence. But this is not the right way to think about
instrumentaldesires.
It is a striking fact that instrumental desires disappear
immediately an agent loses either the relevant non-instrumental
desire or means-endbelief. This is, if you like, part of what it is to
be an instrumental desire, as opposed to a non-instrumental
desire. Yet there is no reason why this should be so if an
instrumental desire were merely a desire that has a noninstrumental desire and a means-end belief somewhere in its
causal history. Why should a desire disappear when (say) the
desire that caused it, way back when, disappears?Instrumental
desires are thus better thought of as being nothing over and
above the non-instrumentaldesires and means-end beliefs that
explain them. When we said earlier, following Hume, that
instrumental desires are those that can be explained by non5. CompareGeoffreySayre-McCord,'The Meta-EthicalProblem:a discussionof

Michael Smith's The Moral Problem' in Ethics 108 (1997), 55-83, and Michael Smith,

in
'In Defenceof TheMoralProblem:A Replyto Brink,Copp and Sayre-McCord'
Ethics108 (1997),84-119.
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instrumentaldesires and means-endbeliefs, what we had in mind
was this constitutive claim, not a claim about causal history.
But nor should we think of an instrumentaldesire as just the
mereological sum of a non-instrumentaldesire and means-end
belief. An agent may have a non-instrumental desire and a
means-end belief and yet have no corresponding instrumental
desire. Someone could (say) have a non-instrumentaldesire to be
healthy and believe that he can be healthy by exercisingand yet
have no instrumental desire whatsoever to exercise. Noninstrumentaldesires and means-endbeliefs must be put together,
as it were, if an agent is to have an instrumental desire. We
should therefore suppose that an instrumentaldesire is nothing
over and above a suitably related non-instrumentaldesire and
means-end belief.
Against this, it might be thought that the systematic employment of the criteria we use when we attribute non-instrumental
desires and means-endbeliefs will requireus to posit appropriate
instrumentaldesires whenever people have relevant non-instrumental desires and means-end beliefs. When someone desires to
be healthy and believes that she can be healthy by exercising,it
might be thought that she must be ascribed a desire to exercise:
that desiring to be healthy just is desiring to exercise when you
believe that exercise causes health. But this is evidently untrue.
Desires and beliefs are multi-track dispositions-there are
dispositions to act, dispositions to feel pleased or disappointed,
dispositions to engage in various sorts of thought processes,
dispositions to say certain things in response to questions,
dispositions to use certain considerations in further reasoning,
and so on and so forth-and the criteria that we use in the
attribution of desires and beliefs are a weighted sum of these
differentfactors. When we attributenon-instrumentaldesiresand
means-endbeliefs to people there is thereforeample room for the
hypothesis that these states are present, but simply not related to
each other in the way requiredfor the people in question have the
relevant instrumentaldesires.
III
Agents who have non-instrumentaldesires and means-endbeliefs
have a more locally coherent psychology when they have
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correspondinginstrumentaldesires,and they have a moreglobally
coherentpsychology when the relative strengths of their instrumental desires covary with the strengthsof their non-instrumental
desires and the levels of confidencethey have in the things about
which they have means-endbeliefs.
Though, as we have just seen, there is no difficulty in
attributing to someone a non-instrumentaldesire and a meansend belief but no relevant instrumentaldesire-the desire to be
healthy and the belief that exercise causes health (say), but no
instrumental desire to exercise-it must be said that such an
attributionwould be puzzling. The question is what this shows.
To desire something is to desire that some state of the world
obtains. But it is a mundane fact that states of the world obtain
as a result of the world's being some way or other: things happen
as a consequenceof other things. So anyone cognisantof this fact
is in a position to see that to desire that a certain state of the
world obtains is to desire that it obtains as a result of the world's
being one of the ways it can be which will lead to the occurrence
of that state of affairs. But now consider someone who desires
that a certain state of the world obtains as a result of the world's
being one of the ways it can be which will lead to the occurrence
of that state of affairs, and who believes that the way the world
can be which will lead to the occurrenceof the desired state of
affairsis the p way. For this person to fail to desirethat the world
be the p way is, it seems to me, quite literallyfor them to be in an
incoherentstate of mind. It is for them to fail to put the original
desire and belief togetherin the way in which they are committed
to putting them together. For, given their belief, their original
desire is already,so to speak, targetedon the world's being the p
way.
But even if this explanation of the normativityof the suitablerelatednessof a non-instrumentaldesire and means-endbelief in
terms of coherenceis accepted, it might be thought that there is
still room for disagreementabout how extensive such requirements of coherence are. For example, suppose I have a noninstrumentaldesire to be healthy and that I believe there are two
ways the world could be which lead to this result. I believe that it
would result from exercise,or from my having more income, but
I do not believe that I could exercise and increasemy income at
the same time. What does coherence require of me in this case?
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Afterall, theworlddoesn'thaveto be the I-exercisewayin order
for it to be the I-am-healthy
way,andnordoesit haveto be the Iearn-moreway.
The answer,I think,is that coherencerequiresme to put my
non-instrumental
desireto be healthytogetherwitheachof these
beliefs. For, given my beliefs, my non-instrumental
desire is
so
to
of
on
each
these
the
world
alreadytargeted,
speak,
ways
could be. I desirethe realizationof the possibilitythat I am
healthy,andI believethatthispossibilitypartitionsinto two subpossibilities:the possibilitythatI exerciseand thepossibilitythat
I increasemy income. Following through the logic of the
previousargumentwould thus seem to imply that coherence
desireto exerciseand
requiresme to have both an instrumental
desireto increasemy income.Puttingat leastone
an instrumental
of my means-endbeliefs togetherwith my non-instrumental
desire will allow me to achieve a certain amount of local
coherence,but I will achievemoreif I put my non-instrumental
desiretogetherwith both.
Moreover,stickingwith this case,it seemsthatcoherencealso
makesdemandson the strengthsof theseinstrumental
desires.If,
for example,I am equallyconfidentaboutthe two causalclaims
then coherencerequiresme to be indifferentbetweenthe two
options:my instrumentaldesireswill have to be equallystrong.
But if I am moreconfidentof one than the otherthen it seems
that, in order to satisfy the demands of coherence, my
desirefor the one aboutwhichI am moreconfident
instrumental
will haveto be stronger.The effectof decreasedconfidenceis, if
you like,to dilutedesirefor thatoption.The upshotis thusthat,
even though I might meet coherence'sdemandthat my noninstrumentaldesire be suitablyrelatedto my two means-end
beliefs,I mightstill fail to meet coherence'sfurtherdemandon
the strengthsof my two instrumental
desires.
Coherenceseemsto makeothermoreglobaldemandsas well.
desireto
SupposethistimeI havetwo desires,a non-instrumental
be healthyanda non-instrumental
desirefor knowledge,andthat
I believeall of the following:that exercisecauses health, that
readingcausesknowledge,andthatI cannotexerciseandreadat
the sametime. Finally,just to keepthingssimple,supposeI am
equallyconfidentabouteach of thesethingsand that I have no
furtherdesiresor beliefs.Does coherencerequirethatbothof my
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non-instrumental desires stand in suitable relations to the
relevant means-end beliefs, and hence that I have both an
instrumental desire to exercise and an instrumental desire to
read?
The considerations adduced above would seem to apply
equally to the two non-instrumentaldesires. Coherencedemands
that my two non-instrumentaldesires be suitably related to each
of my means-end beliefs: I would have to have both an
instrumental desire to exercise and an instrumental desire to
read. Moreover it once again seems that, though I might satisfy
that demand, I might fail to meet a further demand that
coherencemakes on the strengthsof these instrumentaldesires.If
my non-instrumental desires for health and knowledge are
equally strong then, in order to satisfy the demandsof coherence,
it seems that I will have to be indifferentbetweenthe two options:
my instrumentaldesires to exercise and to read will have to be
equally strong. But if one of my non-instrumental desires is
strongerthan the other then it seems that, in order to satisfy the
more global demands of coherence, my instrumentaldesire for
the one which leads to the outcome that I more strongly desire
will have to be stronger.
Moreoverthereare also mixed cases. Suppose I have a stronger
non-instrumental desire to be healthy and a weaker noninstrumental desire for knowledge, and that I believe that
exercise causes health, that reading causes knowledge, and that
I cannot exercise and read at the same time, but that I am more
confident of the connection between readingand knowledgethan
I am about the connection between exercise and health. In that
case it seems that, once again, coherencewill demand that I have
instrumental desires both to exercise and to read, but it also
seems that coherence will require that the strengths of these
instrumental desires depend on the strengths of the two noninstrumentaldesires and the levels of confidence associated with
my two means-end beliefs. If my confidence is greater enough,
then coherence may even requirethat the instrumentaldesire to
read is stronger than the instrumental desire to exercise,
notwithstanding the fact that the non-instrumentaldesire for
knowledge that partially constitutes it is weaker than the noninstrumental desire for health which partially constitutes the
instrumentaldesire to exercise.
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IV
Actions are theproductof instrumentaldesiresthat are complexes
of suitably related non-instrumentaldesiresand means-endbeliefs
of a particularkind.
I have already alluded to the standard story of action
explanation that we have inheritedfrom David Hume.6 According to this story, actions are caused and rationalisedby a pair of
mental states: a desire for some end, where ends can be thought
of as ways the world could be, and a belief of the agent that
something she can just do, namely move her body in a certain
way, has some suitable chance of making the world the relevant
way.
When we put this story together with the account we havejust
given of the nature of instrumentaldesires we get the following
result. The pair of mental states that Hume says explain actions
are none other than the non-instrumentaldesires and means-end
beliefs that constituteinstrumentaldesireswhen they are suitably
related.Actions are therefore,accordingto the standardHumean
story, the product of a sub-classof instrumentaldesires.They are
the product of that sub-class where the means-end beliefs are
about upshots of things that the agent can just do. Since this
conclusion will be crucially important for what follows, let me
say a little in defence of it.
Consider what must surely be the worst case for the claim that
actions are the product of instrumentaldesires. Suppose an agent
has a non-instrumentaldesireto do one of the things she can just
do. Suppose, in other words, that she desires to perform what
Danto calls a 'basic action', perhaps the basic action of moving
her arm.7 In that case it might be thought that no belief about
what her moving her arm leads to could possibly be requiredto
explain her action. No belief could be requiredbecause the agent
is indifferentto the consequences.Her non-instrumentaldesireto
performthe basic action of moving her arm must thereforesuffice
all by itself. Or so it might be thought.
6. David Hume, A Treatiseof HumanNature, 1740 edition, (Oxford:Clarendon
Press, 1968), especiallyBook II, Section III; see too Donald Davidson, 'Actions,
Reasonsand Causes'reprintedin his Essayson ActionsandEvents(Oxford:Oxford
UniversityPress, 1980).
7. ArthurC. Danto, 'WhatWe Can Do', Journalof Philosophy60 (1963),434-445.
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But in fact it seems that a means-end belief is still required,
even in this case. For the agent still needs to believe that moving
her arm will resultfrom somethingthat she canjust do. In other
words, she must put her non-instrumentaldesire together with
her belief that she can perform the basic action of moving her
arm and that doing so will lead to the desiredresult, namely, the
movement of her arm. In order to see that such a means-end
belief is requiredeven in this case we must considerwhat happens
when the non-instrumentaldesire to perform such a basic action
is put together with the various possible combinations of belief
and ability, as laid out in the following matrix.
able to performthe basic
actionof movingmy arm

believemyselfable to performthe
basicactionof movingmy arm

yes

no

yes

1

2

no

4

3

(1) is the normal case in which I truly believe myself able to
performthe basic action of moving my arm, and (2) is exactly the
same, epistemically speaking, except that my belief is false:
perhaps I have become paralysedwithout realizingit. But since,
in both of these cases, if I happen to have a suitably strong noninstrumentaldesire to move my arm then I will presumablyat
least try to do so-the only differencewill be that in (1) I succeed,
whereas in (2) I fail8-neither is relevant to deciding whether a
means-endbelief is necessaryfor action. For in both cases I act,
and in both cases I have the relevantmeans-endbelief. Cases (3)
and (4) are thus the real tests.
(3) is the case in which things are not as in the normal case and
I am cognisant of this fact. Perhaps,being paralysed,I am unable
to move my arm, and, being fully aware of my paralysis, I lack
the belief that I am able to do so. This sort of case brings out the
insight in the following remarkof Anscombe's.9
8. JenniferHornsby,Actions(London:Routledgeand KeganPaul, 1980).
9. G. E. M. Anscombe,Intention(Oxford:Basil Blackwell,1957),52.
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saythatonecangetone'sarmto moveby an actof
Peoplesometimes
willbutnot a matchbox;
butif theymean'Willa matchboxto move
andit won't',the answeris 'If I willmy armto movein thatway,it
the
won't',andif theymean'Icanmovemyarmbutnotthematchbox'
answeris thatI canmovethematchbox-nothing
easier.
For even if, in case (3), I have a suitably strong noninstrumental desire to perform the basic action of moving my
arm, my arm will be, for all intents and purposes, exactly like a
matchbox, and my non-instrumentaldesire will thereforebe, for
all intents and purposes, just a like a non-instrumentaldesire I
might now conceive to perform the basic act of moving a
matchbox. Just as I am at a loss to know what it would mean
even to try to move the matchbox in that way, I will be at a loss
to know what it would mean even to try to move my arm in that
way. Moreover the explanation would seem to be the same in
each case, namely, that I lack the crucial means-end beliefs: that
is, I lack the belief that there is something I can just do will that
lead to the desired outcome. (3) is thus no counterexampleto the
necessity of the relevant means-end belief.
Having said that, what should we make of the case in which,
being unable to (say) wiggle my ears, and believingmyself unable
to do so, I am none the less invited to try? 'Just do this!' I might
be told by someone who demonstrates.I take it that in this sort of
situation we do ordinarilysucceedin at least trying to wiggle our
ears. But once it is conceded that such an attempt is possible then
it might be objected that, given that I don't have the belief that I
can performthe basic action of wigglingmy ears, that just proves
that action is possible when I lack the relevantmeans-endbelief.
But though it is true that I can try to wiggle my ears in this sort
of situation I cruciallydo not try to do so by acting on my noninstrumentaldesire to perform the basic action of wiggling my
ears. Rather what happens is that I see that the person who is
wiggling their ears is doing something that I can just do-raising
their eyebrows(say)-and what I try to do is to wiggle my ears by
means of doing that. In other words, my action of trying to
wiggle my ears results from my non-instrumental desire to
performthe non-basic action of wiggling my ears and the belief I
have as a result of the demonstration I've been given that
something I can just do, namely raise my eyebrows, will lead to
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this result. So this case is no challenge to the necessity of the
means-end belief either. It is, again, a case in which I have the
relevantmeans-endbelief.
The situationjust discussed helps us understandwhat is going
on in case (4). In (4) I have an ability to performa certainsort of
basic act, but I don't believe that I have this ability. Is it possible
for me to act on the non-instrumentaldesire to performthe basic
action alone in this sort of situation?The answer is, once again,
that it is not. Lacking the belief that this is something I can just
do, it seems that I would once again be at a total loss to know
what it would mean even to try to just do the thing in question. In
other words, since case (4) is epistemicallyjust like case (3), case
(4) presents no challengeto the necessity of the means-endbelief
either.
Once again, however, we should immediately acknowledge
that it is possible for me to come to realisethat I have the ability
to perform a certain sort of basic action that I hadn't hitherto
believed myself able to perform.Consideragain the case in which
someone asks me to wiggle my ears and then gives me a
demonstration of the way in which they do it, but imagine this
time that, unbeknown to me, I am one of those who is able to
perform the basic action of wiggling my ears. It is certainly
possible that I would succeed in trying to perform the non-basic
action of wiggling my ears by copying what they do-by raising
my eyebrows (say)-and it is also possible that, through
subsequent experimentation, I could come to discover that I
can wiggle my ears as a basic action, that is, without doing so by
means of raising my eyebrows. But if this is right then this case
presentsno counter-exampleto the claim that a means-endbelief
is necessaryfor action either. It simply underscoresthe fact that
our beliefs about which basic actions we can perform are
derivable from experience.

V
Agents meet the standardsof instrumentalrationalityto the extent
that they satisfy the requirementsof local and global coherenceon
their non-instrumentaldesiresand means-endbeliefs.
We are now in a position to say what it means for agents to
meet the standards of instrumentalrationality. My suggestion,
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perhaps unsurprisingly,is that agents meet such standardswhen
they have non-instrumentaldesires and means-end beliefs that
satisfy the requirements of local and global coherence as
described above. In other words, their non-instrumentaldesires
and means-end beliefs must be suitably related to each otherthey must have instrumental desires corresponding to each of
their non-instrumental desire/means-end belief pairs-and the
relative strengths of their instrumentaldesires must be the right
kind of product of the strengthsof their non-instrumentaldesires
and the confidencewith which they hold their means-end beliefs.
If this is agreedthen a numberof importantconsequencesfollow.
To begin, note that our defence of the normativity of
instrumental rationality-the defence of the claim that having
suitablyrelatednon-instrumentaldesiresand means-endbeliefs is
required for psychological coherence-didn't presuppose any
deep nexus between instrumental rationality and instrumental
reasoning. Nor should this be surprising.For whereas reasoning
is a process that takes an agent from one set of beliefs to another
set of beliefs, the transitionswith which we have been concerned
take an agent from non-instrumentaldesires and a means-end
beliefs to instrumental desires. There has therefore been no
suggestionthat an agent who has a non-instrumentaldesireand a
means-end belief, and who goes on to form a corresponding
instrumental desire, must do so by engaging in a process of
reasoning. To desire something simply is not to accept a
proposition that is fit for use in subsequentreasoning. Reasoning
thus doesn't seem to be relevant to the task.
Of course, all sorts of reasoning processes may, as it happens,
be employed when I succeed in being instrumentallyrational. If
(say) I have a non-instrumentaldesire to be healthy and I also
have sufficientself-knowledgeto realisethis, then, if I also believe
that exercise causes health, then I will be in a position to reason
myself to the conclusion that exercising will cause me to get
something that I non-instrumentallydesire, namely health. And,
having formed this belief, I will be in a position to reason myself
to the further conclusion that the formation of an instrumental
desire to exercise is required for local psychological coherence.
Finally, equippedwith this belief, I might find myself forming an
instrumentaldesire to exercise. But it is important to emphasise
the contingency of the connection between the reasoningprocess
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describedand the formation of the instrumentaldesire. Forming
the beliefs described is neither necessary nor sufficient for
forming the instrumentaldesire to exercise.
A second important consequence concerns the scope of
instrumental rationality. As we saw above, though all actions
are the product of instrumentaldesires,these instrumentaldesires
are a proper sub-classof the full set of such desires.Instrumental
desires are simply suitably related pairs of non-instrumental
desiresand means-endbeliefs, but actions are the product of that
sub-class of instrumentaldesires that are constituted by suitably
related pairs of non-instrumentaldesires and means-end beliefs
to the effect that something that the agent can just do will have
the desired upshot. It thus follows that an agent could be
instrumentally irrational for failing to have an instrumental
desire, but that the instrumentaldesire in question has nothing
whatsoeverto do with the desiredresult'shappeningas a resultof
anythingthat she can just do. Since such instrumentaldesireswill
not feed in any directway into the agent'schoices or intentions,it
follows that the scope of instrumental rationality extends way
beyond choice and intention.
For example, suppose I desire that my great-great-grandfather
didn't suffer as a result of hearing about a crime committed by
my great-grandfather,and that I have two relevantinstrumental
beliefs, that is, two beliefs about how this could have come about.
I believe that he won't have sufferedif he died before my greatgrandfather'scrime was committed, and I believe that he won't
have suffered if, though he was alive, people tried to keep the
facts from him. If the requirementsof instrumentalrationality
are just the coherence requirements described earlier then it
follows that I am instrumentallyirrationalif I fail to apportion
my desireto these two ways in which I believethat the state of the
world that I non-instrumentallydesire could come about. For
how could I coherently desire that my great-great-grandfather
didn't suffer as a result of hearing about a crime committed by
my great-grandfather,and yet be indifferentto the world's being
the ways I believe it would have to be for that to be the case?
Moreover, even if I do have both of these instrumentaldesires,
the account we have given of the global coherenceconstraintson
non-instrumentaldesires and means-endbeliefs entails that I am
instrumentally irrational if, having more confidence that my
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great-great-grandfatherwill not have suffered if he died before
the crime was even committed than if people tried to keep the
facts from him, my instrumentaldesirethat the formeris the case
is not stronger than my instrumentaldesire that the latter is the
case. But, and here is the crucialpoint, none of these instrumental
desires constitutes a choice or an intention. Indeed, since the
desires in question all concern the past they don't seem to have
anything very obvious to do with my choices or intentions.
A third important consequence concerns the evaluation of
agents. As we saw above, all actions, even those whose only
purpose is to perform some basic action, are the product of a
suitably related non-instrumental desire and means-end belief
about the upshots of things that the agents can just do, where
being suitably related is a requirement of local coherence on
those non-instrumentaldesires and means-end beliefs. It therefore follows that anyone who acts must, thereby, meet that
minimal standard of local coherence: anyone who acts is
instrumentallyrational.
It might be thought that this explains the appeal of the
following remarkof Davidson's.'l
In the light of a primary reason ... [where a primary reason is just a
suitably related desire and means-end beliefj ... an action is revealed as
coherent with certain traits, long- or short-termed, characteristic or
not, of the agent, and the agent is shown in his role of Rational
Animal.

But the rhetoric turns out to be rather overblown. It is, after
all, consistent with the local coherencerequiredfor action that an
agent's non-instrumentaldesires and means-end beliefs fail to
meet more global requirementsof coherence. For example, given
the strengths of their various non-instrumentaldesires, and the
confidence with which they hold their means-end beliefs, agents
might not have the instrumental desires required for global
coherence. Certain instrumental desires might be missing-in
other words, certainof their non-instrumentaldesiresand meansend beliefs might not be suitably related-and, even if not
missing, certain of their instrumentaldesires might be weaker or
stronger than is requiredfor global coherence.
10. Davidson,'Actions,Reasonsand Causes',8.
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The upshot is that it is only with a rather large pinch of salt
that we can accept Davidson's suggestion that when someone
acts, he is therebyshown in his role of Rational Animal. A more
truly rational animal will not just meet the standard of local
coherencerequiredfor action, but will have a full complementof
suitably related non-instrumentaldesires and means-end beliefs,
where the strength of the resultant instrumentaldesires is that
requiredfor global coherence. Such an animal will be more truly
rational because it will not only be capable of action, but will be
in a state of maximal preparednessto act in ways that optimally
satisfy their desires, given their beliefs, under a whole range of
counterfactual circumstances in which their non-instrumental
desires and means-endbeliefs are different.
A fourth and final consequence concerns a limitation on the
ambitions of an account of instrumental rationality. The
explanationof the normativityof instrumentalrationalityoffered
here makes it plain why agents could satisfy all of the
requirementsof instrumentalrationality and yet still be vulnerable to rational criticism. For the demands of both local and
global coherencedescribedtake as given the fact that agents have
the non-instrumentaldesires that they have, they take as given
the fact that these desireshave the strengthsthey have, they take
as given the fact that agents have the means-endbeliefs they have,
and they take as given the fact that their means-end beliefs are
held with the confidence with which they are held. But in that
case it is consistent with an agent's satisfying all of the demands
of instrumentalrationality,as these have been conceived of here,
that their psychology fails to satisfy even more global requirements of coherence on the elements that are taken as given.
What might these even more global requirementsof coherence
be like? Certain of an agent's means-end beliefs might fail to
cohere with their evidentialbeliefs, beliefs that provide them with
ample evidence that their means-end beliefs are false. Or their
non-instrumentaldesiresmight fail to cohere with each other. Or
certain non-instrumentaldesires might fail to cohere with their
beliefs about (say) which non-instrumentaldesires they would
have if they had a maximallyinformed and coherent and unified
desire set. In these ways, and perhaps in others too, the noninstrumental desires and means-end beliefs agents have might
themselvesbecome vulnerableto rational criticism.
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The point is not, of course, that the account of instrumental
rationality offered here entails that an agent's non-instrumental
desires and means-end beliefs are vulnerable to such criticism.
The point is rather that, at least as the requirements of
instrumental rationality have been conceived of here, such
rational criticism isn't ruled out. Whether or not such rational
criticismis possible turns, in the end, on whether there really are
the even more global requirements of coherence, like those
suggested,that would underwritethe possibilityof such criticism.
Moreover this is, it seems to me, just as it should be. Though I do
not myself believe that instrumentalrationality is all there is to
practical rationality, an account of the normativity of instrumental rationality should make vivid the temptation to suppose
that it is.
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